INTEGRATED LEARNING PROGRAMME
ENGLISH language & ICT for SENIORS
MASTER VERSION
In your A2-B1 level English language course you will find three MODULES each containing five UNITS (each Unit containing two 90-minute LESSONS)
[each MODULE – 20 ac.hrs // each UNIT - 4 ac.hrs = total 60 ac.hrs]
~60% ESL + 40% ICT
Unit

Language / Objectives

ICT

Comments/goals

I MODULE
Unit 1
Lesson 1:Small talk
Introducing yourself, your family and friends
Getting to know each other by simulating
real life situations
Lesson 2: Introduction into social media
networks
(PP or video presentation)

Useful social phrases Greetings
and introductions
Practicing questions to ask

New skills in using social phrases

Practicing Internet vocabulary

Social networking sites:
- Google – search
- Facebook – friends, family, video,
pictures
- Skype – calls live “face to face” chat
- Blogs – journal- as a way of writing an
online diary or an online journal
- Twitter – updates, the short
messages sent to all followers
- YouTube- access to a huge number of
videos on various topics

Better understanding of the social
networking

Useful vocabulary. Interviewing
others by asking questions:
- Who …
- When…
- Where …
- How long ..

Developing ICT skills: Facebook
- creating a personal profile
- viewing
- uploading info, photos
- adding info to profiles

New skills in using social media
networks

Unit 2
Lesson 1: Self-presentation
- Introduction into video editing program
- Preparing for self-presentation
- Taking photos
- Shooting videos

Unit

Lesson 2: Self-presentation
Further practice in shooting video
PP self-presentation using photos and video

Language / Objectives
- How many …
- Why…, etc.
Useful vocabulary. Sharing ideas
about hobbies, free-time
activities, etc.

ICT

Comments/goals

Using Facebook:
- accepting friends and removing
friends
- uploading video about themselves

New skills in using social media
networks

Unit 3
Lesson 1: Daily life and interesting events
- Introduction into Twitter
- Preparing to write short messages on
daily life and interesting events

Writing 140 character messages.

Developing ICT skills: Twitter
- creating an account
- uploading photo
- using Twitter

New possibilities offered for
connecting people, building
relationship, making friends

Lesson 2: Things of interest
Preparing to talk and write about things of
interest:
- gardening
- fishing
- traveling, etc.

Useful vocabulary. Sharing ideas,
discussing things which interest
you

Using Twitter
- sharing news with relatives or friends
- searching for keywords/ subjects/
locations
- searching for people sharing the
same interests

New possibilities offered for
connecting people, building
relationship, making friends
Improved language skills on certain
topics

Unit 4
Lesson 1:Your home town
Introduction into YouTube
Preparing to present a hometown:
- Taking photos
- Shooting videos
Lesson 2: Country and place where you live
Preparing to present your country and place
where you live
- Taking photos
- Shooting videos

Useful vocabulary. Giving
information about your city/
town, asking for information

Useful vocabulary. Practicing to
give information and ask for
information

Developing ICT skills: YouTube
- viewing
- searching for various videos
- shooting own videos, uploading and
sharing
Developing ICT skills
- searching and viewing
- shooting own videos, uploading and
sharing

New skills in using social media
networks
New way to discover the world

Improved language skills on certain
topics
More proficient with the skills
when using a computer

Unit 5
Lesson 1: Your family
Introduction into Skype
Preparing to present your family
- Taking photos
- Shooting video
Lesson 2:Your friends
Preparing to present your friends
- Taking photos
- Shooting video
Building relationship, making new friends

II MODULE

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Sharing and asking questions

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Sharing and asking questions

Developing ICT skills: Skype
- setting up a Skype account
- making a call and having a face to
face chat using web camera
- uploading photos, video
Developing ICT skills:
- making a call and having a face to
face chat using web camera
- uploading photos, video
- making new friends using Twitter

Developed new skills in using social
media networks
New means/ways offered for
preventing social isolation
Improved language skills on certain
topics
New skills in using web camera

Unit

Language / Objectives

ICT

Comments/goals

Lesson 1: Getting Around: Asking for
directions.
- Creating cycling, sightseeing routes, etc.
- Simulating real life situations

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Attracting someone's attention.
Asking for and understanding
directions.

Developing ICT skills:
- navigating and searching the places
- - using an online map for explaining
the route, etc.

Improved language skills on certain
topics
Improved skills in using social
media networks

Lesson 2: Sightseeing
- Preparing to organize a virtual
sightseeing tour
- Simulating real life situations

Useful vocabulary. Identifying
Developing ICT skills:
and recognizing sights, asking
- taking pictures,
questions for additional info, etc. - shooting a video of typical sights and
- uploading them on the Facebook or
YouTube for sharing

New or improved shooting and
photo skills

Lesson 1: Getting Around: Taking a bus /
train.
Simulating real life situations

Useful vocabulary. Asking about
public transport: lines, fares,
tickets. Buying a ticket.

Improved language skills on certain
topics

Lesson 2: Getting Around: Taking a taxi.
Simulating real life situations

Useful phrases. Basic
conversation with a taxi driver:
stating destination and paying.
Practicing questions to ask,
talking to the driver, etc.

Unit 1

Unit 2
Developing ICT skills:
- booking online
- searching for the info on the
Internet
Developing ICT skills:
- searching for info on the Internet

Developed or improved skills for
online searching

Unit 3
Lesson 1: Appointments
Simulating real life situations:
scheduling meetings and appointments

Useful phrases. Arranging a time
and date for a meeting by email. Dates, times.

Lesson 2: Inquires
Simulating real life situations:
making different kinds of inquiries

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Asking or providing requested
info by e-mails

Unit 4
Lesson 1: Ordering a meal
Preparing to present the national cuisine
- Taking photos
- Shooting video
Simulating real life situations in a café,
restaurant, etc.
Lesson 2: Shopping for food

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Asking for and understanding
the menu

Useful vocabulary and phrases.

Developing ICT skills:
E-mails
- creating a new e-mail address
- creating a mailing list, etc.
- writing e-mails
Developing ICT skills:
- exchanging e-mails
- searching for people, locations, etc.
using Twitter

More proficient with the skills
when using a computer

Developing ICT skills:
- searching for info, etc.
- uploading various recipes on a
Facebook, YouTube or Twitter for
sharing
- having a chat using a camera for
sharing recipes (Skype)
Developing ICT skills:

Improved skills in using social
media networks

New possibilities for meeting
someone in person (an ice-breaker)

Improved skills in using social

Unit
Simulating real life situations in a
supermarket

Language / Objectives
Asking for food and drink items
in a shop, reading price lists, etc.

ICT
- shopping online

Comments/goals
media networks

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Buying items in a shop:
describing and differentiating
similar items, discussing your
budget
Useful phrases. Describing
symptoms, buying medicine,
understanding how to take it,
reading prescription

Developing ICT skills:
- shopping online
- having a chat using camera for
discussing different fashion trends
(Skype)
Developing ICT skills:
- shopping for medication online
- searching for info on different
- medical products

More proficient with the skills
when using a computer

Lesson 1: Arranging a day trip/ a holiday
Simulating real life situations at the Travel
agency

Useful vocabulary
Understanding information,
making recommendations,
making inquiries

Improved language skills on certain
topics

Lesson 2: A day trip / a holiday

Sharing experiences from trips
to other countries (asking and
giving tips how to get there,
what to see, describing weather,
etc.)

Developing ICT skills:
- using Internet to find out about
places you want to visit /searching
for day trips, etc.
- booking trips online
Developing ICT skills:
- using Skype for sharing holiday
impressions and photos with others

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Asking about and booking a
hotel room. Understanding
instructions and information
about key facilities.
Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Asking about and booking
tickets. Understanding
instructions and key
information.

Developing ICT skills:
- booking online

Improved language skills on certain
topics
Developed skills for online booking

Developing ICT skills:
- booking online
- checking in online

Developed or improved skills for
online searching

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Practicing a conversation with a
bank manager. Understanding
key information. Filling in the
required forms

Developing ICT skills:
- using Skype for debating prices in
different countries

Developed new skills in using social
media networks

Unit 5
Lesson 1: Shopping for clothes, presents,
etc.
Simulating real life situations in a shop

Lesson 2: At the chemist's
Simulating real life situations at the
chemist’s

III MODULE
Unit 1

More proficient with the skills
when using a computer

Unit 2
Lesson 1: Booking a room
Simulating real life situations: booking,
checking in and out, making arrangements,
etc.
Lesson 2: Booking tickets
Simulating real life situations at the airport
and on the plane

Unit 3
Lesson 1: Money.Making payments
Introducing basic money vocabulary
Simulating real life situations in the bank

Unit
Lesson 2:Online banking
Introducing the online bank functionality
Simulating online banking

Language / Objectives
Useful vocabulary. Practicing to
understand written instructions
and key information

ICT
Developing ICT skills:

Comments/goals
Developed online banking skills

Useful vocabulary.
Understanding instructions, key
information. Practicing to give
questions and advice
Useful vocabulary. Practicing to
ask questions, share experience,
offer advice, etc.

Developing ICT skills:
- using Skype for sharing ideas on how
to keep fit and healthy

Improved language skills on certain
topics
New means/ways offered for
preventing social isolation
New means/ways offered for
preventing social isolation

Useful vocabulary and phrases.
Asking about, describing and
reporting lost property: filling in
a form with personal details
Useful vocabulary, phrases and
exclamations for use in
emergencies. Practicing to
report emergencies, filling in
forms, making calls

Developing ICT skills:
- reporting lost property online

Improved language skills on certain
topics

Developing ICT skills:
- searching for the info on the
Internet for contacting the emergency
services in different countries

Developed or improved skills for
online searching

Unit 4
Lesson 1 Keeping fit and healthy
Preparing to speak about diet, lifestyle and
fitness
Lesson 2:Living with animals.Pets
Preparing to talk about pets
Shooting a video

Developing ICT skills:
- uploading a video about your pet on
YouTube
- searching for other examples of pet
owners talking about their pets on the
Internet

Unit 5
Lesson 1: Lost property
Preparing to report lost property
Simulating real life situations at the lost
property office or police
Lesson 2:Emergencies and other difficult
situations
Introducing basic emergency vocabulary and
listing different types of emergencies:
- medical emergencies
- crime
- fire
- other difficult situations
Simulating real life situations

Improved language skills on certain
topics

